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Technology Experts
Forming Successful Learning Pods: Insights from Public Health Education
Fourth Annual ScienceConnect
Tuesday, September 1, 2020 | 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Computing, and Natural Science
Measuring and Reducing the Gender Gap in the Mathematical, problems.
of modern solution the world needs to address its many complex
its collaborative-based, university-wide institutes as the kind
Executive Director of the Institute for Digital InnovAtion (IDIA).
Sciences and Technology (IST), has been named Interim
Interim Executive Director
IDIA - Kammy Sanghera selected as
focused academia, industry,
waived for faculty, staff and students so all can freely participate in the annual event which brings bio-
Bio
Mason's Institute for BioHealth Innovation and the College of Science are sponsoring the upcoming VA
sessions will feature Bioscience PhD student and ASSIP alumna, Marissa Howard and a high school
sessions and participate in a District Trivia challenge.

Take some time to celebrate the start of the fall semester--
also to reconnect with other science faculty and staff.
September 2 from 2 to 6 p.m.

We hope to 'see' all faculty and staff at the college's
virtual #ScienceConnect2020
Get and stay connected at the
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Effective for children. According to the World Health Organization, TB remains the world's top infectious
many types of patients, and is especially
tuberculosis in children
test that can detect
Mason scientists develop
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Reproductive Fertility TESS Training is the only strategy that works
Women Building Bio conference
Women Building Bio conference will be held on

as part of the sponsorship, the College's attendance fees are
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Mason President and Science Dean stand on a pewter pewter
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